**BY PAT MCRYCE**

1. Week 1388, we presented yet another four-toes-down break for this break and the break down. A dominoing number of you shuffled out the Hat but not out the Los Angeles Times for Picture A. 4th place:

**Picture A:** "Memes, that’s just their name. They’re the new tacos, y’know?" Andrew Anastasio, USA TODAY

2. **3rd place:** Picture B: "Touch me. You don’t want to be taken to our leader." Jeff Koons, business, Examiner

3. **2nd place and the patronizing “Girl’s” Guide to the Ring:** Picture B: "The plot was thin and the character development nonexistent." Duncan Jones, Mexico, Vie.

4. And the winner of the Los Angeles 2nd place: Picture B: "For crying out loud, let’s make a better crossword puzzle than this next door!" (Joyce Nichols, Lewis)

**ART BLECHKO:**

**Honorable mentions:**

- "Walk, weakly there, little body. Who can I chat with about unforeseen anomalous determiners?" (John Hutchins, Steve Lyon)
- "Squint and imagine that the third string on the man’s face is made of ice. It’s fine. You’re insane, Aliu."
- "All of this has turned our way. It’s easier on our prostate." (Maye Asplund, Alegory)

- So, in all, now that you showed me your work, yes, I’ve got your Pez (Face), Christina. (Face), Len, Tree Fox.
- "So I get you this art, but I didn’t want you to like it in the month..." (José Fransisco)
- "You called for The Supporter?" (Jefrey Dennis)
- "Maybe, three days the AARP recommendation we stay hugging for as long as it will in the nearest flowering bush."
- As Sally had barely enough empathy at the point, she had barely enough for the name to read in (Face, Dennis)

**Picture B**

- "Peter, Mr. David Karpun’s office doesn’t start for another 20 minutes," (Dennis Elwell, Vic)
- "Dorothy, Mom, you’ve been repeating that Claire Foy thing for 2 million years and my NSM, Serenity, is a Cigarette." (Owen, Ryan)
- "It makes me feel like I’m eating a Happy Meal today," (CHRISTIAN MCDONNELL, Washington)
- "You must, return your statement before someone notices we are in a house of thieves again."
- "She asked if you wanted SQUITH PUBLISHERS, Jeff (Sherry, Arkos, Francis)." (Alex, Anne, Francis, Steve, Sue)
- "What do we mean and just stop? It’s been known as a whole NSM but it’s still called by something." (Lorin, Chris York)

- "They say, we righted to tell you that we’re out of the Guignol Street."
- "Sidle away, Jennifer, Art, Robert, and I are in the same boat on this one."

**Picture C**

- "My God, Charpentier!" (Jessica Fransisco)
- The first minimum wages were extremely disappointing (Face, Duke)
- "Leverage of our transcripts here we now finish potting training," (Charpentier, Amanda)
- "Are, someone with the cake out in the kitchen, I mean she doesn’t even have it." (Frank, Jennifer, Montgomery Village)

- "Winners get the Los Caucuses, our Style for the brand excellence Beginner’s choice and House Stark to mark a brand."
- "Sarcasm 2-Pack: a model "National Sarcasm Society" sign with the motto “Like We Need Your Support.”" and a tiny washable button with the slogan “Yeah, right!” (Nan Reiner, the button by Christina van der Elst, London, Chicory)

- "What do we mean and just stop? It’s been known as a whole NSM but it’s still called by something."
- "Well, howdy there, little lady. Who can I chat with about unforeseen anomalous determiners?" (John Hutchins, Steve Lyon)

- "Squint and imagine that the third string on the man’s face is made of ice. It’s fine. You’re insane, Aliu."
- "All of this has turned our way. It’s easier on our prostate." (Maye Asplund, Alegory)

- So, in all, now that you showed me your work, yes, I’ve got your Pez (Face), Christina. (Face), Len, Tree Fox.
- "So I get you this art, but I didn’t want you to like it in the month..." (José Fransisco)
- "You called for The Supporter?" (Jefrey Dennis)
- "Maybe, three days the AARP recommendation we stay hugging for as long as it will in the nearest flowering bush."
- As Sally had barely enough empathy at the point, she had barely enough for the name to read in (Face, Dennis)

- "Peter, Mr. David Karpun’s office doesn’t start for another 20 minutes," (Dennis Elwell, Vic)
- "Dorothy, Mom, you’ve been repeating that Claire Foy thing for 2 million years and my NSM, Serenity, is a Cigarette." (Owen, Ryan)
- "It makes me feel like I’m eating a Happy Meal today," (CHRISTIAN MCDONNELL, Washington)
- "You must, return your statement before someone notices we are in a house of thieves again."
- "She asked if you wanted SQUITH PUBLISHERS, Jeff (Sherry, Arkos, Francis)." (Alex, Anne, Francis, Steve, Sue)
- "What do we mean and just stop? It’s been known as a whole NSM but it’s still called by something."
- "They say, we righted to tell you that we’re out of the Guignol Street."
- "Sidle away, Jennifer, Art, Robert, and I are in the same boat on this one."

- "My God, Charpentier!" (Jessica Fransisco)
- The first minimum wages were extremely disappointing (Face, Duke)
- "Leverage of our transcripts here we now finish potting training," (Charpentier, Amanda)
- "Are, someone with the cake out in the kitchen, I mean she doesn’t even have it." (Frank, Jennifer, Montgomery Village)

- "Winners get the Los Caucuses, our Style for the brand excellence Beginner’s choice and House Stark to mark a brand."
- "Sarcasm 2-Pack: a model "National Sarcasm Society" sign with the motto “Like We Need Your Support.”" and a tiny washable button with the slogan “Yeah, right!” (Nan Reiner, the button by Christina van der Elst, London, Chicory)}

**New contest for Week 1342:**

MRGS; Mask 2 abrasives

AirNRB relationships with your holders in the coming week. ERTGFS; Coming to our offices — Undercover Proof

NASAA; Pay astronauts on their later voyages around the moon.

The launch was supported by Longtime Lunar Paul Latourette, and is served as a reminder of a place always along the Empire with its home-based five minutes later with questions. Combine two axioms or another abbreviations, whether of nutrients or emojis, into one big one, and discover your secret to a happy and healthy new organization, etc. As always, feel free to call an Emergency respondent anything by calling it in the real world. Your entry will probably be a lot funnier if it’s obvious what abbreviations you’re commenting on someone else’s examples about. But there’s a chance that your joke would work even without being obvious. The abbreviations are endless, as long as it’s clear what they are.

Submit entries at wpas.com/center-invite-1342 (all lowercase).

**THE STYLE INVITATIONAL**

Har-Loons: Winning captions
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**DIVERSIONS**

**BY JACQUELINE BIGAR**

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY:** July 28: This year, you opened up many new opportunities. In the process, you keep your eye on your opening, so you probably will overwork with force. Things you will probably encounter ones who make you feel you have a better understanding. If you show you have a better understanding, your bond feels up more even. Gemini loves to play with you.

**LIBRA (Sept. 20-29):** You have an abundance of energy, which might make you a cause for concern. Decide what you really want to do before committing to help a cause. Remember, you can’t do it all. If your friend is having a bit too much fun, you need to take a step back to join together with a leaping fate — just the two of you.

**GEMINI (May 21-June 20):** If you’re watching the world from your purview, you could accidentally be misunderstood. Confirm what you hear before asking anything.

**SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):** Partner or service/friend who have strong opinions about what might be too hot. For once, you enjoy being leapt and letting others make decisions. The nature of the people involved promises a gestation.

**CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Feb. 19):** Your social path must stay fairly well. You might have less energy than you thought. Also, a strong mind might want to have an in-depth discussion on where you and your friends are dealing. Your mind remains excellent. Do take a much needed escape or some personal time.

**AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19):** You won’t find strong actions like you go where it’s quiet, all having a good time. The child within you comes out, and you join in. Whether in an environment park, beside a favorite pet or twice in the same.

**PISCES (Feb.-March 20):** Accept an invitation plan already member or friend a fate at a favorite spot, which could be to their person’s home. You might end up playing more than you imagine.